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Whether moving people our moving goods, the
journey matters just as much as the destination.
That's why you're always looking for ways to
avoid breakdowns and delays, improve overall
safety for drivers and passengers, anticipate
changes and elevate quality, efficiency, and
sustainability. But outdated systems, vehicles,
devices, and processes can fall short. And the
more your fleets expand, the more
overwhelming it gets. Thankfully, Accenture
simplifies fleet management across every step
of the journey. Intelligent fleet management
unifies vehicles, drivers, and operations to
deliver real-time actionable insights the crusher
fleets. It can help increase efficiency by
optimizing vehicle use and improving order
management and operational visibility. Improve
productivity by feeling better driver
performance, enhancing ad hoc order efficiency,
and increasing free lifecycle. Lower downtime
through predictive analytics to reduce
unplanned maintenance, avoid delays and
driver resale value. It can even help expand
your revenue streams to opportunities such as
pay-per-use, outcome-based revenues,
commercialization of insights, and fleet
management as a service. In addition,
intelligent fleet management can help you
operate more sustainably by uncovering
opportunities to boost fuel economy, lower
carbon emissions. With Accenture's intelligent
fleet management, you get more than just a
technology.

You get a proven partner committed to
achieving your vision and accelerating digital
transformation. And Accenture worked with
you on a local level to get your global custom
solution up and running. You also benefit
from our rich partnership with Microsoft and
the Microsoft Azure mobility platform that links
existing and future assets for are truly open,
scalable, and future ready solution. Plus
Microsoft is committed to being carbon
negative by 2030, helping you reduce your
impact on the planet. Deliver smarter, faster
and more sustainable journeys with
Accenture intelligent fleet management.
That's the future of fleet management.
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